
 
 
 
FORMULA 1 SCARAB  
(PP-RB03) 

 
HISTORY 
Although started in 1957 the Scarab wasn't completed until 1960. The engine was developed from the 
Offenhauser unit used at Indianapolis The engine was laid on its side to produce one of the lowest body 
lines of any front engined car. The drive shaft was along side the driver, the body was asymmetrical and 
the driver was seated very low in the car. With the cars first entry for the start of the 1960 season at 
Monaco, Moss was persuaded to try the car and managed a time seven seconds quicker than the works 
drivers of Daigh and Reventlow. This time was still nine seconds slower than Moss's pole position time 
set in his Lotus 18. The car was entered in five Grand Prix in the 1960 season. 
 
DRIVERS   EVENT   CAR NUMBER 
Chuck Daigh  Monaco GP   46  DNQ 
    Dutch GP   22 DNS 
    Belgium   30  RET 
    French GP   26 DNS 
    US GP    23 10th 
 
Lance Reventlow  Monaco GP   48 DNQ 
    Dutch GP   21 DNS 
    Belgium GP   28 RET 
 
Richie Ginther  French GP   28 DNS  
 
COLOUR SCHEME 
Ford Gemini Hawaiian Blue Metallic overall body colour, mirrors and fuel fillers silver, suspension, anti-
rollover bar black. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
After cleaning any traces of mould line from the components drill two holes either side of the head rest as 
far forward as possible ensure that the anti-rollover bar spans the holes (slightly bending if necessary) the 
front edge of the rollover bar should be in line with front edge of the head rest. Cement in place Spray 
body. When fitting the transfers please note that the white roundels are separate transfers from nose stripe. 
When cutting out the transfers carefully cut between the nose stripe and the roundels. When fitting the 
nose stripe concentrate on getting the space where this roundel fits circular. Lay the transfer level with the 
front edge of the body lay out the stripes along the car and with solvaset or similar curve the decal is dry 
paint as when lacquering the car later this will avoid any reaction. Place one of the Scarab badge decals on 
the right hand side of the car slightly to the rear and below the mirror. The badge for the left hand side of 
the car you will have to separate the badge from the word Scarab and mirror the image you have on the 
other side of the car my fault sorry! Suggest that with the decals added and prior to painting furl fillers etc 
you clear lacquer the body. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
PP-SMJ chassis with CL alloys. For the racer inline competition chassis fitted with Slot.it Flat-6 motor is 
possible by cutting away the underside of the rear body to allow the wider chassis to fit. 
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